0713. MOZART TO HIS FATHER, SALZBURG
À / Monsieur / Monsieur Leopold de Mozart / maitre de la chapelle de
S: A: R: / l'archeveque de et / à / Salzbourg
Vienne ce 21 de decembre
Mon trés cher Pére!1
1782
[5]
Just as great as my longing had been to finally read a letter2 from you after 3 weeks
was my dismay at its content on reading it; – in short, we both found ourselves in the same
state of anxiety!3 – Let me tell you that I answered your last letter4 of 4th Decemb:bre; I
therefore expected a reply within a week – [10] nothing came; – very well; I simply thought
perhaps you had not had time; – and because I read at least a little hint of something pleasant
for us in your letter we thought you were already on the way!5 – on the following post-day
there was again nothing for me – despite that, I wanted to write, but was unexpectedly called
away to Countess Thun6 and therefore prevented; – [15] That was the start of our anxiety! –
But we comforted ourselves with the thought that at least one of you would certainly have
written; – then at last your letter came today, and from it I see that you have not received my
last letter; – I cannot believe that it could have gone astray in the post; it must therefore have
been the maid who lined her pockets with the money! – But by God! [20] I would rather give
such a gutter-snipe7 6 kreuzers then lose a letter malapropos;8 – and it is of course not always
possible to go oneself; – but we now have another maid, and I have already delivered a whole
sermon to her on the subject; – what most angers me in the matter is that both of you have put
up with so much in the process, [25] and that I can no longer so exactly remember everything
that I wrote; –
I know this much: that I went to the concert at Gallinin’s;9 – that I wrote to tell you,
among other things, that my poor little wife has to content herself in the meantime with a little
silhouette portrait10 of you which she always carries with her in her pocket and kisses
certainly 20 times a day; – [30] and that if you find an opportunity, you might be so good as to
send me the new symphony which I wrote for Hafner as you asked;11 if only I can be sure of
having it by Lent, for I would much like to perform at in my concert. – that you would
perhaps be curious to know what kind of little silhouette portrait this is? – Yes? – [35] but
also that I would like to know what this might be that you so urgently want to discuss with
me?12 – and about spring!13 – –
That is all that I can recollect; – damn the serving girl! For I cannot know whether
there may not after all have been something in it which I would not be at all pleased about if it
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got into other hands; – [40] but I believe there was not, and hope there was not, and am
simply pleased and content that both of you are in good health; – my wife and I, praise God,
are completely well.
Is it true that the Archbishop is coming to Vienna after New Year?14 – Countess
Litzow15 has been here for 3 weeks already, and I only learned of it yesterday; [45] – Prince
Gallizin16 told me; – I have been engaged for all his concerts; I am always collected with his
equipage, and brought back home, and there I am treated in the noblest manner in the world;
– on the 10th my opera was again performed, to applause on all sides and indeed for the 14th
time, and it was as full as the first time – or rather as – every time. [50] Count Rosenberg17
spoke to me personally at Gallizin’s, asking if I would be so good as to write an Italian opera;
– I have already given a commission to ensure I have the text books of the latest opere buffe to
choose from, but have not yet received anything. I have written to Ignaz Hagenauer18 myself
concerning the matter; – at Easter Italian singers, male and female, are coming here. – I beg
you to send me the address of Lugiati19 in Verona [55]; – I would like to try that path too.
Recently a new opera, or rather a play with ariettas, by Umlauff20 was performed,
with the title: Which is the best Nation?21 – a miserable piece which I was to have written, but
did not take on, adding that whoever sets it without having it completely changed is running
the risk of being whistled off stage; [60] – and if it had not been Umlauff, it would certainly
have been whistled off the stage; but as it was, it was only hissed at; – but that was no
wonder, for even with the most beautiful musique one would not have been able to stand it;
but as it was, to cap it all, the musique in it was also so bad that I do not know if the poet or
the composer will carry off the Prize of Misery; – for the sake of appearances it was
nevertheless put on a second time,22 but I believe it will now be Punctum Satis.23 –
Now I must close, otherwise I will miss the post. My dear wife and I kiss your hands
1000 times and embrace our dear sister from the heart and are, sir, eternally
[70]
your most obedient children
W: et C: Mozart mp24
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